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Abstract: This paper considered a problem of: the reliability of performance of a
nosedive of a jet powered aircraft in the context of the ability of pilots trained on a
simulator to reliably accomplish a combat mission. For research purposes, the
manoeuvre of attack of a target with the nosedive, which is most commonly used by
the pilots performing flights on different types of modern aircrafts, and the basic
manoeuvre during aircrew training, both basic and advanced were assumed. The
research was conducted on a flight simulator.
Keywords: manoeuvre, nosedive, aircrew training, flight simulator
Streszczenie: W pracy rozpatrzono problem: niezawodności wykonania lotu
nurkowego samolotu odrzutowego w kontekście zdolność pilotów szkolonych na
symulatorze do niezawodnego wykonania misji bojowej. Do celów badawczych
przyjęto manewr atakowania celu z lotu nurkowego, który to manewr jest
najczęściej stosowany przez pilotów wykonujących loty na różnych typach
współczesnych samolotów oraz podstawowym manewrem podczas szkolenia
lotniczego, zarówno podstawowego jak również zaawansowanego. Badania
przeprowadzono na symulatorze lotu.
Słowa kluczowe: manewr, lot nurkowy, szkolenie lotnicze, symulator lotu.
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1. Introduction
Aircraft engineers apply ergonomic principles of the pilot's cabin design, which
allows to create a more pilot-friendly working (fighting) environment enabling to
complete a military operation – flight mission (FM). Common digitisation requires
from a pilot greater knowledge related to the opportunities for action of all
aircraft's systems, so that he/she is able to independently enact even the most
complicated tactical scenarios. At the same time, the modern battlefield has been
dominated by the latest computerisation's achievements, which additionally
requires necessary knowledge and preparation from the pilot, so that he/she is able
to, on one hand, accomplish the operation – flight mission, and, on the other hand,
to survive in extremely demanding environment, which is the modern battlefield.
The pilot's perception in the pilot – aircraft arrangement is related with receiving
signals, recognising events in the environment and instruments' indications, as well
as commands and tips from other people, e.g. an instructor. The reliability of the
accomplished operation depends from these factors. The pilot's reaction time to the
received signals about the condition of the aircraft and its position is one of the
basic criteria of his/her perception and psychomotor function. This time allows to
assess the speed of information processing, as well as the speed of decision
making. Research on reaction times is possible during flights in simulators [1, 3,
6]. The pilot's reaction to different stimuli can be properly trained, and the most
effective devices for this type of trainings are flight simulators, which, on the one
hand, allow for the safe training of performed manoeuvres, the acquisition of the
desired habits and skills, enabling an assessment of the reliability of the
manoeuvres performed by pilot, and, on the other hand, allow to reduce training
costs through limiting the number of flights performed in a real aircraft. In
destruction ground targets, specialised attack aircrafts or multi-role combat
aircrafts, which, through a wide range of weapons possible to hang up – air combat
measures (ACM) – can effectively interact with different types of strike objects on
the battlefield [8,9]. Possible variants of multi-role combat aircraft's weapons for
accomplishment of the air-to-ground flight mission is shown in Figure 1.
During an attack on the objects on the surface with the use of a nosedive
manoeuvre, it is necessary to maintain a minimum distance from the aircraft to the
target in order to continuously track its location. This requires performance of
complex manoeuvres with direction, altitude and airspeed, with very dynamic
changes of these parameters and piloting precision, as well as targeting in a
relatively short time in order to develop the necessary location and flight conditions
to use weapons. The dynamics of these manoeuvres, on one hand, must not to
exceed the operating limits of the aircraft or pilot's endurance, and, on the other
hand, it should allow for the shortest time of staying in the range of any air defence
measures of the object. The aircraft's departure from the splinters’ danger zone of
the used combat measure is also a part of the deliberations in this paper. Example
attack manoeuvres of various above-ground targets with different manoeuvres are
shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 1 Variants of the multi-role combat aircraft's weapons for destruction of
above-ground/surface targets [2].

Fig. 2 Expected manoeuvres performed by the multi-role combat aircraft,
accomplishing the air-to-ground flight mission
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2. Characteristics of a nosedive
Introduction to the nosedive can take place from horizontal flight, the bend with
tilting up to 90°, the bend with titling above 90°, and wing over. Introduction to the
nosedive depends largely on the applied tactics and the type of weapons that will
be used to combat the above-ground targets. The nosedive is characterized by
increase of airspeed and simultaneous reduction of altitude. The larger the angle of
the nosedive, the greater the increase in airspeed, and at the same time the faster
the decrease in altitude . The nosedive's angle has a direct impact on pulling out of
the nosedive. The greater the nosedive angle, the greater the angle of attack, and,
thus, the greater overload will accompany the pilot at the time of pulling out with
the simultaneous greater loss of altitude. Analysing the presented manoeuvres and
their parameters, times of performance of manoeuvres attacking the above-ground
target from the nosedive were specified for the three main nosedive angles. For the
purposes of the research, the nosedive angles of 30° from the altitude of 1000
meters and 20° from the altitude of 600 meters, as well as the time t1, as the pilot's
reaction time between the point of recognition (notice) of the object of attack until
firing a projectile/missiles were adopted, but it does not change the fact that the
destruction of the target, which translates into the success of the mission's
accomplishment, as well as the flight safety is affected by the correctness of
performance of the manoeuvre of attacking the above-ground target, in particular
the maintenance of input parameters, such as airspeed and altitude, as well as a
proper nosedive/aiming angle. The manoeuvre of attacking the above-ground target
with a nosedive from its detection to pulling out the aircraft from the nosedive in
order to omit the zone of splinters of the used ACM [7] is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Manoeuvre of attacking the above-ground target
from the altitude of 1000 m
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3. Likelihood of flight mission's accomplishment
Attacking the above-ground target from the nosedive requires skilful pulling out
from the zone of splinters' dispersion. Therefore, two parameters characterizing the
pilot's nosedive attack skills were adopted: the time to introduce into the nosedive
t1 (from the time of notice of the target to the use of weapons) and the time of
pulling out the aircraft of the nosedive t2. Two variants of exercises on the
simulator for the three indicated groups of pilots were developed. The research was
conducted on groups of pilots of different flight experience; from the group of the
most experienced pilots, whose flying time is even over 3000 hours spent in the air
(the A pilots group), through the pilots who have completed a flight training in the
Polish Air Force Academy (the B pilots group), to the pilots of the flying time of
50-100 hours (the C pilots group), who have just acquired the basic flight habits.
The choice of such a manoeuvre is purposeful.
Destruction of the above-ground target takes place during flight missions. Two
flight mission's reliability models were adopted: serial and mixed one for the case,
when n combat measures are used (Fig. 4) [4, 5]. The example of a serial mission
(Fig. 4a) illustrates the classic nosedive attack of destruction, where: s1 symbolises
the performance of manoeuvre of introduction into the nosedive and targeting
Beginning
of mission

End
of mission

Fig. 4 Examples of operational structures of flight missions
a – serial structure; b – mixed structure
with PN probability, which characterises the pilot's skills, which is realised in the t1
time; s2 – means the efficiency (dispersion) of the missile with Pp probability and s3
– pulling out of the attack (a nosedive) at the t2 time. The PS effectiveness of the
attack – the destruction of the target – describes the following expression for the
series consisting of n missiles:

PS  PN [ 1  (1  Pp ) n ]
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The theoretical distribution of the Ps probability of success for the number of
missiles n = 4 is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 The PS (PN, Pp, n) probability of success
For random variables t1(m1,σ1), t3(m3, σ3), the equation for the probability of the
destruction of the above-ground target PS and the success of the mission Pmission, in
which the destruction of the target in the t1 time and leaving the splinters zone
without loss of own aircraft in t2 matter, which is measured by time t3 = t1 + t2.
For the attack with one ACM:

PS  PN ( t1 )[ 1  (1  Pp )]

(2)

Pmission  PN (t 3 )[1  (1  Pp ) ]

(3)

and for the series consisting of n ACMs:

PS  PN ( t1 )[ 1  (1  Pp )n ]
P

mission

 PN (t 3 )[1  (1  Pp )n ]
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Probability PN(t1) and Pmission(t3) is calculated with the following formulas:
(6)

(7)
In Figures 6 and 7, example measurement results of the times t1 and t2 for one of
the researched pilots’ groups and histograms allowing to determine the parameters
of the normal distribution are illustrated.

Fig. 6 Reaction time t1 of the B1 pilots group

Fig. 7 Histogram and density function of reaction time t1 of the B1 pilots group
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time t1 [s] of the A1, B1, and C1 pilots groups

Fig. 8 Comparison of the density function of the reaction time t1
of the A1, B1, and C1 pilots groups (H 1000 m)

4. Conclusion
The pilot's reaction time is one of the basic criteria of the pilot's psychomotor
function. It allows to evaluate the speed of information processing of the pilot, the
speed of decision-making, and motor function of each pilot. The conducted
analysis included comparison of the reaction times of the mentioned three groups
of pilots according to the assumed manoeuvres of two heights, which in turn
allowed to develop an algorithm of the minimum number of exercises on the
simulator for the pilot for the assumed probability of destruction of the aboveground target from the nosedive of the jet powered aircraft.
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